Rhythmic contraction generates adjustable passive stiffness in rabbit detrusor
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Almasri AM, Ratz PH, Bhatia H, Klausner AP, Speich JE. Rhythmic contraction generates adjustable passive stiffness in rabbit detrusor. J Appl Physiol 108: 544–553, 2010. First published January 7, 2010; doi:10.1152/japplphysiol.01079.2009.—The length-tension (L-T) relationships in airway and vascular smooth muscles have been shown to adapt with length changes over time. Our prior studies have shown that the active and passive L-T relationships in rabbit detrusor smooth muscle (DSM) can adapt and that DSM exhibits adjustable passive stiffness (APS) characterized by a passive L-T curve that is a function of strain and activation history. The present study demonstrates that passive tension due to APS can represent a substantial fraction of total tension over a broad length range. Our previous studies have shown that maximal KCl-induced contractions at short muscle lengths generate APS that is revealed by increased pseudo-steady-state passive tension at longer lengths compared with previous measurements at those lengths. The objective of the present study was to determine the mechanisms involved in APS generation. Increasing the number of KCl-induced contractions or the duration of a contraction increased the amount of APS generated. Furthermore, a fraction of APS was restored in calcium-free solution and was sensitive to the general serine and threonine protein kinase inhibitor staurosporine. Most importantly, rhythmic contraction (RC) generated APS, and because RC occurs spontaneously in human bladder, a physiological role for RC was potentially identified.

THE MICTURITION CYCLE of the bladder has two phases: the filling phase in which the bladder stores urine under low pressure, and the emptying phase that occurs when there is a coordinated contraction of the detrusor smooth muscle (DSM). Human bladder contraction is initiated by an increase in parasympathetic tone with a corresponding release of acetylcholine at the neuromuscular junction, leading to increased intracellular calcium and smooth muscle contraction (1). Overactive bladder (OAB), involuntary contractions during the bladder filling phase, is a common condition affecting almost 17% of the adult population worldwide and in the U.S. ranks ahead of diabetes in a list of the 10 most common chronic disorders (29). Dysfunction during the storage/filling phase could lead to symptoms such as increased urgency and increased voiding frequency. Furthermore, dysfunction during the voiding phase could lead to symptoms such as hesitancy, weak stream, and incomplete bladder emptying.

Total tension produced by the detrusor muscle is the sum of its passive and active tensions. Until the 1990s, the passive and the active length-tension (L-T) relationships of smooth muscles were believed to be static, with a single passive tension (Tp) value and a single maximum active tension (Ta) value for each muscle length. More recent studies on vascular smooth muscle (VSM) (34, 42) and airway smooth muscle (ASM) (2, 4, 15, 19–20, 35) have challenged this assumption and demonstrated that both of these muscle types have dynamic L-T curves. In our previous studies on DSM (38–41), we showed that the L-Tp curve in DSM is dynamic and exhibits adjustable passive stiffness (APS) characterized by a passive curve that can be shifted along the length axis as a function of strain history and activation history. Furthermore, we found that 3 min of KCl or carbachol (CCh)-induced contraction at short muscle lengths permits regeneration of the passive stiffness softened by prior stretching to long muscle lengths (strain softening) and that the muscle length during the contraction is inversely proportional to the amount of APS generated (39). The present study investigates the effect of the number of contractions and length of contraction on APS regeneration and seeks to identify physiological mechanisms downstream from the contractile stimulus responsible for APS regeneration.

Urinary bladders of many mammalian species, such as rabbits (36), rats (11, 24), cats (18), guinea pigs (12), mice (6, 14, 22, 27), and humans (3), display spontaneous rhythmic contraction (SRC) during the filling phase (11, 18, 25, 36). SRC during filling displays weaker contractile amplitude than the “full” contraction responsible for voiding (8). Thus there are two distinct contractile phenomena in the bladder: SRC during the filling phase and voiding contraction during the voiding phase. Until very recently (3, 13), SRC activity has largely been ignored and its physiological function has yet to be identified.

The present study was designed to determine 1) whether APS is responsible for a significant percentage of the total tension in DSM, 2) the effect of the number and duration of KCl-induced contractions on APS formation, and 3) whether physiological phenomena of micturition and filling, specifically voiding contraction and SRC, are involved in APS formation.

METHODS

Tissue Preparation

All experiments involving animals were conducted within the appropriate animal welfare regulations and guidelines and were approved by the Virginia Commonwealth University Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. Tissues were prepared as described previously (33, 37). In short, whole bladders were obtained from adult female New Zealand White rabbits (2–4 kg) that were preanesthetized before death through sternotomy, because the heart was used for other investigations. Bladders were washed, cleaned of adhering tissues, including fat and serosa, and stored in cold (0–4°C) modified physiological salt solution (PSS). Thin strips (~0.2 mm thick) of longitudinal upper DSM, free of underlying urothelium and overlying serosa, were cut from the bladder wall above the trigone and close to the dome by following the natural bundling clearly demarcated when bladders were in cold buffer, as described previously (33).
Solutions

Modified PSS was composed of 140 mM NaCl, 4.7 mM KCl, 1.2 mM MgSO₄, 1.6 mM CaCl₂, 1.2 mM Na₂HPO₄, 2.0 mM morpholinosulfonic acid (adjusted to pH 7.4 at either 0 or 37°C, as appropriate), 0.02 mM Na₂-EDTA, and 5.6 mM dextrose. A Ca²⁺-free solution (0 Ca) was PSS without CaCl₂. Muscle contractions were induced with PSS modified to include 110 mM KCl, substituted isosmotically for NaCl (KPSS).

Apparatus and Muscle Strip Setup

Each DSM strip was secured by small clips to a micrometer for manual length adjustments and to a force transducer (159901a; Radnoti Glass Technology, Monrovia, CA) and stored electronically for analysis. Each tissue was secured such that its initial (cold) zero preload length was ~3 mm and then equilibrated in aerated PSS at 37°C in a water-jacketed tissue bath for 45–60 min to allow it to gradually warm up and to permit development of SRC.

Tension Measurement Protocol

Isometric Tp and Ta were measured at a series of muscle lengths. For each pair of measurements, DSM strips were incubated for 2 min in 0 Ca to eliminate SRC, stretched or released to the muscle length of interest if necessary, and incubated for an additional 2 min in 0 Ca followed by 3 min in PSS and then 1 min in KPSS to induce a contraction. Tension signals were digitized (PCI-6034E; National Instruments, Austin, TX) to record isometric tension. Tension signals were also recorded from 3 mm to 12, 15, or 18 mm until a peak in the L-Ta curve was identified, and the corresponding length was designated as Lref (Fig. 1C). To determine Lref, we made tension measurements at 3-mm increments (Fig. 1A) until a peak value on the L-Ta curve was identified, and this length was designated as Lref. Because of tissue variability and measurements being made in 3-mm increments, Lref was 9, 12, or 15 mm (Fig. 1C).

Passive L-T Curve Protocol

The L-T curve protocol illustrated in Fig. 2A was designed to confirm that a shift in the L-Tp curve due to APS produces a shift in the L-Tt curve. Tissues first underwent two maximal KCl-induced contractions at the 3-mm length, “wake up,” to ensure tissue viability. Tissues were then preconditioned seven times in 0 Ca to the maximum length in the protocol, 15 mm (Fig. 2A, open bar), because we have previously shown that peak Tp decreases with each stretch until it reaches equilibrium in six to seven stretches (39). The maximum length in the protocol, 15 mm, was chosen because it is five times the initial length of 3 mm and incorporates much of the sevenfold length range over which DSM can function (43). After the seven preconditioning stretches to 15 mm, L-T measurements were made at increasing lengths from 3.75 to 15 mm (Fig. 2A, “loading” protocol) and then at decreasing lengths from 15 to 3.75 mm (“unloading” protocol). We expected to see greater Tp during the loading compared with the unloading protocol because we previously showed that contractions at shorter muscle lengths establish APS (in this case, the contraction at 3.75 mm (39), and we expected to see less Tp during the unloading protocol because of a reduction in APS due to the preceding stretch (strain softening) to the longer length (15 mm). Furthermore, based on our previous study of the effect of APS on Ta at a single muscle length, we expected the L-Ti curve to be modulated by L-Tp with little change in the L-Ta curve (40).

APS Regeneration Protocols

Effect of number or duration of KCl-induced contractions on APS.

The protocol in Fig. 3A was designed to test the hypothesis that APS regeneration, which we have previously shown involves contractions at short muscle lengths (39–41), depends on the number of contractions and on the duration of each contraction. After the determination of Lref (Fig. 1B), six pairs of Tp measurements were made at Lref (Fig. 3A, points 6, 8, and 12, 14 and 16, 18 and 20, 22 and 24, and 26 and 29) while in 0 Ca. Before each pair of Tp measurements were made, tissues were strain-softened seven times in 0 Ca to reduce Tp due to APS at shorter muscle lengths by stretching to 133% Lref and then releasing until they were approximately slack (Fig. 3A, points 2, 7, 13, 17, 21, and 25). After strain softening and release to Lref, the first pseudo-steady-state Tp measurement was made after 1 min of isometric tension redevelopment. Between the first and second Tp measurements in each set, tissues were released to 50% Lref and...
subjected to two, three, or one contraction (Fig. 3A, points 4 and 5, 9–11, 15, 19, and 27 and 28) to potentially restore APS lost as a result of the immediately preceding strain softening. We chose 50% L_ref because tissues were typically slack at that length following strain softening, and we previously found that DSM strips redevelop greater APS following contractions at slack length compared with longer lengths (39). The timing of most contraction cycles was identical to the tension measurement cycle in Fig. 1A, which consisted of 4 min in 0 Ca, then 3 min in PSS, and finally 1 min in KPSS to induce each contraction. The exceptions were a longer, 24-min contraction after 2 min in 0 Ca (Fig. 3A, point 19; Fig. 3C, sample data) and incubation in 0 Ca for 4 min without a contraction (Fig. 3A, point 23). After the contraction(s) or incubation in 0 Ca, tissues were stretched to L_ref in 0 Ca, and the second pseudo-steady-state Tp measurement was made after 10 min of isometric stress relaxation. The second measurement was made after 10 min at L_ref, compared with 1 min for the first measurement, because the tissues took longer to stress relax than to redevelop a pseudo-steady-state Tp value (Fig. 3D). The difference between the relaxed and redeveloped Tp values at L_ref represented the amount of APS restored by the contraction(s) at 50% L_ref (Fig. 3D).

On the basis of our experience with APS (39–41), we expected to find that the amount of APS generated increased with the number of contractions and with the duration of contraction.

Effects of muscle length during contraction and 1 μM staurosporine on APS. The protocol in Fig. 4A was designed to confirm that the amount of APS restored following isometric contractions is dependent on the muscle length during the contractions, as we previously showed (39), and to determine whether Tp due to APS at L_ref could be increased by KCl-induced contractions at that length and whether any increase was due to a regulated process involving protein phosphorylation. After the determination of the L_ref (Fig. 1B) and strain softening to 133% L_ref, Tp was measured at 100% L_ref before and after two KCl-induced contractions at 50% L_ref (Fig. 4A, points 3–6) as in the previous protocol (Fig. 3A) and again before and after two KCl-induced contractions at 100% L_ref (Fig. 4A, points 8–11). In the presence of 1 μM staurosporine, an agent known to nonselectively inhibit many of the protein kinases responsible for increasing the degree of myosin light chain phosphorylation, tissues were then...
incubated for 10 min in 0 Ca at 100% \( L_{ref} \), and \( T_p \) was measured before and after two KCl-induced contractions at 100% \( L_{ref} \) (Fig. 4A, points 12–16). We expected to find less APS generated by contractions at 100% \( L_{ref} \) compared with contractions at 50% \( L_{ref} \) and that both contractions and generation of APS were inhibited by staurosporine.

Effect of “voiding-like” contraction \( \pm \) induced rhythmic contraction on APS. The protocol in Fig. 5A was designed to determine whether a “voiding-like” contraction (VLC) followed by 15 min of induced rhythmic contraction (RC), or a VLC followed by 15 min of incubation in PSS without RC (i.e., a VLC alone), causes regeneration of APS. After the determination of \( L_{ref} \) (Fig. 1B), 6 pairs of \( T_p \) measurements were made at \( L_{ref} \) (shaded bars) while in 0 Ca. Before each pair of \( T_p \) measurements were made, tissues were strain-softened 7 times in 0 Ca by stretching to 133% \( L_{ref} \) and then releasing until they were approximately slack (open bars). \( T_p \) was then measured after 1 min of isometric tension redevelopment at \( L_{ref} \) (points 3, 8, 14, 18, 22, and 26), one or more contractions were performed at 50% \( L_{ref} \) (hatched bars), and then \( T_p \) was measured after 10 min of stress relaxation at \( L_{ref} \) (points 6, 12, 16, 20, 24, and 29). Between each pair of \( T_p \) measurements, 2 contractions, 3 contractions, 1 contraction, a long 24-min contraction, a 4-min incubation in 0 Ca with no contraction, or 2 contractions, respectively, were performed (points 4 and 5, 9–11, 15, 19, 23, and 27 and 28, respectively). Solid circles on the hatched bars indicate a contraction during that tension measurement cycle. B: \( T_p \) increase at \( L_{ref} \) due to each set of contractions normalized to the increase due to 2 contractions [e.g., (\( T_p \) for point 6 minus \( T_p \) for point 3)/(\( T_p \) for point 6 minus \( T_p \) for point 3)]. Values are means \( \pm \) SE (\( n = 4 \)). *\( P < 0.05 \) indicates a significant difference compared with 1.0. \( \Omega P < 0.025 \) indicates that incubation in 0 Ca without contraction produced a significantly smaller increase in \( T_p \) compared with one contraction. Cont, contractions. C: data from one experiment showing a 24-min KCl-induced contraction and washout (w) of the KPPS by 0 Ca. \( T_{max} \), maximum tension. D: 1-min \( T_p \) redevelopment for points 3 and 22 (inset) and 10-min \( T_p \) relaxation for point 6 following 2 contractions and for point 24 following incubation in 0 Ca (mean values, solid and shaded lines, respectively, \( n = 4 \)). Two-phase exponential curves were fit to the redevelopment data (dotted lines) and relaxation data (dashed lines), extrapolated to 20 min (\( R^2 \) \( \geq 0.993 \) for all fits).
length, we expected to find that either a VLC alone or a VLC followed by RC would also restore APS, thus identifying a potential physiological mechanism for generating APS.

Effect of VLC or 15 min RC on APS. The protocol in Fig. 6A was designed to determine whether the APS restored following incubation in 0 Ca in the protocol in Fig. 3 was restored due to an active, regulated process involving protein phosphorylation. Tp was measured at *L*_ref before and after 15 min of incubation in 0 Ca at 50% *L*_ref and again after 15 min of incubation in 1 μM staurosporine to inhibit myosin light chain phosphorylation.

In another experiment added to the end of the protocol in Fig. 5A, Tp was measured at *L*_ref after strain softening to 133% *L*_ref and again after 40 min of incubation in distilled water at 50% *L*_ref to kill the tissues. After the first 20 min of this incubation, tissues were exposed to KPSS for 1 min to determine whether they could contract. We expected to find that if the fraction of Tp restored during incubation in 0 Ca was due to passive viscoelasticity, then restoration of Tp would not be inhibited by staurosporine and might be exhibited by nonviable tissues.

Statistics and Curve Fitting

When two groups were compared, a *t*-test was used to determine significant differences, and when more than two groups were compared, a one-way ANOVA with the post hoc Student-Newman-Keuls test was used where appropriate. The null hypothesis was rejected at *P* < 0.05. The sample size (n) refers to the number of animals and not the number of tissues. Analyses and curve fitting were performed using Excel 2003 (Microsoft, Redmond, WA) or Prism 5.0 (GraphPad Software, La Jolla, CA).

### RESULTS

**Shifting of the L-Tp and L-Tt Curves Due to APS**

DSM strips subjected to the protocol shown in Fig. 2A (see Passive L-T Curve Protocol) produced the L-T curves shown in Fig. 2, B–F. Preconditioning was performed to remove any “kinks” in the tissue (16), to establish any permanent damage that will occur due to stretching, especially local damage at the clamps and, most importantly, to remove the amount of passive tension due to APS that will be lost due to strain softening the tissue to the maximum length in the protocol (39–41). Tt for the unloading protocol was significantly less than that for the loading protocol at lengths >3.75 mm (Fig. 2D). On the basis of our previous studies, we attribute the additional Tp identified by the loading protocol to APS established by the contractions at the shorter lengths, especially 3.75 mm, and then lost following the stretch to 15 mm (39–41). Tt was also significantly less for the unloading protocol compared with the loading protocol at lengths >3.75 mm (Fig. 2B). In contrast, Ta values for both protocols were not different between 12 and 14.25 mm, and Ta for the unloading protocol was greater than that for the loading protocol at both 14.7 and 15 mm (Fig. 2C). Thus the downward shift in the L-Tt curve for the unloading protocol compared with the loading protocol was primarily due to the shift in the L-Tp curve at lengths >7.5 mm, and the L-Ta and L-Tp curves shifted in opposite directions (loading vs. unloading) at 14.7 and 15 mm.

The L-Ta curves for the loading and unloading protocols both had ascending and descending limbs with a peak at 14.7 mm (Fig. 2C). Furthermore, the TAPS curve, calculated as the difference in
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**Fig. 4. A:** protocol to determine whether Tp at *L*_ref due to APS could be increased by KCl-induced contractions at that length and whether any increase was inhibited by 1 μM staurosporine. After the determination of *L*_ref (Fig. 1B), 3 pairs of Tp measurements were made while tissues remained in 0 Ca (shaded bars) as in the previous protocol (Fig. 3A). The first pair (points 3 and 6) measured the amount of Tp restored by two 1-min KCl-induced contractions at 50% *L*_ref (points 4 and 5) following 7 strain-softening stretches to 133% *L*_ref (point 2). The second (points 8 and 11) and third pairs (points 13 and 16) measured the amount of Tp restored by two 1-min KCl-induced contractions at 100% *L*_ref (points 9 and 10 and points 14 and 15), also following 7 strain-softening stretches to 133% *L*_ref (points 7 and 12, respectively), with the final pair of contractions inhibited by 1 μM staurosporine. B: increase in Tp at *L*_ref due to 2 contractions at 50% *L*_ref, 2 contractions at 100% *L*_ref, and 2 contractions at 100% *L*_ref inhibited by 1 μM staurosporine. Data were normalized to the increase due to the 2 contractions at 50% *L*_ref. Values are means ± SE (n = 5). *P* < 0.05 indicates a significant difference compared with 1.0. Ω < 0.05 indicates that the increase in Tp was significantly less following 2 contractions at 100% *L*_ref with staurosporine compared with those without staurosporine.
the increase due to two contractions (Fig. 3B) is significantly less than the increase in Tp at 50% Lref (points 4 and 5) following a single 1-min contraction was significantly less than the increase produced by the original pair of contractions (Fig. 3A). The first and third pairs measured the amount of Tp restored by two 1-min KCl-induced contractions at 50% Lref (points 4 and 5 and points 13 and 14) following 7 strain-softening stretches to 133% Lref (open bars). The second pair of Tp measurements (points 8 and 10) measured the amount of Tp restored by a VLC (point 8, arrow) plus 15 min in PSS with or without induced RC at 50% Lref (point 9). B: Tp increase at Lref due to the following: 2 contractions, 1 VLC plus 15 min RC induced with PGE2 (SC-560+PGE2), 1 VLC plus 15 min RC induced with carbachol (SC-560+CCh), and 1 VLC plus 15 min in PSS with RC abolished by SC-560 (SC-560). Data were normalized to the increase due to 2 contractions. Values are means ± SE (n = 3 or 4). *P < 0.05 indicates a significant difference compared with 1.0. C: selected data from 1 experiment showing induced RC due to either PGE2 or CCh and the absence of RC due to SC-560. Data are normalized to peak Tp of the first contraction (Ta_1).

**Effect of Number or Duration of KCl-Induced Contractions on APS Regeneration**

DSM strips subjected to the protocol in Fig. 3A showed an increase in Tp of 0.33 ± 0.09 g at Lref (Tp for point 6 minus Tp for point 3, mean ± SE) following two 1-min contractions at 50% Lref, which represented 28.4 ± 8.7% of Ta produced by the first contraction. These curves were extrapolated to 20 min, and the predicted Tp increase of 0.35 g following two contractions (Tp for point 6 minus Tp for point 3) corresponded well with the 0.33 ± 0.09 g calculated using the 1-min redeveloped and 10-min relaxed Tp values. The normalized increases in Tp following three 1-min contractions and one long 24-min contraction (see Fig. 3C) at 50% Lref were not different from the increase due to two contractions (Fig. 3B), although the average normalized increases (1.05 ± 0.07 and 1.23 ± 0.15, respectively) were greater (Fig. 3B). The increase in Tp following a single 1-min contraction was significantly less than the increase due to two contractions (Fig. 3B, 0.72 ± 0.04) and significantly greater than that after incubation in 0 Ca with no contraction (Fig. 3B, 0.55 ± 0.05). Finally, two subsequent contractions produced an increase in Tp (0.94 ± 0.12) that was not different from the increase produced by the original pair of contractions (Fig. 3B). Together, these results show that the amount of APS restored is dependent on both the number of contractions and the duration of contraction, with two or three short 1-min contractions or one long 24-min contraction at the shorter length restoring the most APS.

To verify that the timing of the Tp measurements was appropriate, we fit two-phase exponential curves to the average 1-min Tp redevelopment data for measurement points 3 and 22 (Fig. 3D, solid and shaded lines, respectively, fitted lines are shown in gray). For the average 10-min Tp relaxation data for points 6 and 24. These curves were extrapolated to 20 min, and the predicted Tp increase of 0.35 g following two contractions (point 6 minus point 3) corresponded well with the 0.33 ± 0.09 g calculated using the 1-min redeveloped and 10-min relaxed Tp values. Likewise, the predicted steady-state increase of 0.18 g following incubation in 0 Ca at 50% Lref corresponded well with the 0.17 ± 0.03 g calculated using the 1-min redeveloped and 10-min relaxed Tp values. This timing for Tp measurements was used in the other protocols in this study.

**Effects of Muscle Length During Contraction and 1 μM Staurosporine on APS Regeneration**

DSM strips subjected to the protocol in Fig. 4A showed an increase in Tp at 100% Lref following two contractions at 50% Lref (Fig. 4B) as in the preceding protocol. The normalized...
increase in Tp of 0.39 ± 0.14 following two contractions at 100% Lref was significantly less than the increase due to the control contractions at 50% Lref (Fig. 4B; \( P < 0.05, n = 5 \)). These results confirm that generation of APS is dependent on muscle length (39) and indicate that APS can be generated at a particular muscle length by contractions at that length.

KCl-induced contractions in the presence of 1 μM staurosporine were reduced by ~84%, and the normalized increase in Tp of 0.07 ± 0.03 following these contractions was significantly less than that without the drug (Fig. 4B, \( P < 0.05, n = 5 \)). Thus most of the APS generation upon contraction at 100% Lref was inhibited by staurosporine, providing additional evidence that APS generation is an active process involving serine or threonine kinases.

**Effect of VLC-Induced RC on APS Regeneration**

DSM strips subjected to the protocol in Fig. 5A showed an increase in Tp at Lref following two 1-min contractions at 50% Lref (Fig. 5B) as in the previous protocol. The normalized increases in Tp following a VLC plus 15 min of PGE2- or CCh-induced RC (0.86 ± 0.11 and 0.81 ± 0.07, respectively, \( n = 4 \)) were not significantly different from the increase due to the two control contractions (Fig. 5B, B and C). In contrast, the increase in Tp of 0.54 ± 0.07 (\( n = 3 \)) following a VLC plus 15 min in PSS without induced RC and with natural RC inhibited with SC-560 (Fig. 5, B and C) was reduced compared with the increase due to the two control contractions. In all tissues, two subsequent contractions produced increases in Tp that were not different from the increases produced by the original pair of contractions (Fig. 5B). Finally, in an additional experiment, one VLC plus 90 min of PGE2-induced RC restored 0.86 ± 0.10 Tp, which was not statistically different from two control contractions (\( P < 0.05, n = 5 \)) and was the same average amount restored by one VLC plus 15 min of PGE2-induced RC (i.e., both 15 and 90 min of RC restored 0.86 Tp).

**Effect of VLC or 15-min RC on APS Regeneration**

DSM strips subjected to the protocol in Fig. 6A showed an increase in Tp at Lref following two 1-min contractions at 50% Lref (Fig. 6B) as in the previous two protocols. The normalized increase in Tp of 0.63 ± 0.06 following a VLC was less than the increase due to the control contractions (Fig. 6B, \( P < 0.05, n = 5 \)) and was the same average amount restored by one VLC plus 15 min of PGE2-induced RC (i.e., both 15 and 90 min of RC restored 0.86 Tp).

**Effects of 1 μM Staurosporine and Distilled Water on APS Regeneration**

DSM strips subjected to the protocol in Fig. 7A showed a normalized increase of 0.63 ± 0.10 in Tp at Lref after 15 min of incubation in 0 Ca at 50% Lref and a 43% significantly smaller increase of 0.36 ± 0.05 in Tp after 15 min of incubation in 1 μM staurosporine (Fig. 7B). These results indicate
that the Tp restored at $L_{\text{ref}}$ by 15 min in 0 Ca at 50% $L_{\text{ref}}$ was actively restored by a staurosporine-sensitive regulation system and not by passive viscoelastic effects.

Tissues incubated in distilled water for 20 min did not contract when exposed to KPSS, and after an additional 20 min in distilled water at 50% $L_{\text{ref}}$, tissues showed no increase or decrease in Tp (0.00 ± 0.02, n = 4) at $L_{\text{ref}}$. This finding indicates that the increase in Tp following incubation in 0 Ca plus 1 μM staurosporine was likely due to an intracellular mechanism that was abolished by distilled water.

**DISCUSSION**

**Generation of APS in DSM**

Adjustable passive stiffness in detrusor is reduced upon stretch to and then release from longer muscle lengths (39) and was responsible for a substantial fraction of Tp and Tt at longer muscle lengths (Fig. 2F) under the experimental conditions of this study. What remains to be determined is how much APS contributes to wall tension during bladder filling. Figure 8 summarizes the increases in pseudo-steady-state Tp measured at $L_{\text{ref}}$ following one or more muscle activations and/or drug treatments at 50% $L_{\text{ref}}$. A single, maximal, 24-min KCl-induced contraction at 50% $L_{\text{ref}}$ or two or three 1-min KCl-induced contractions at 50% $L_{\text{ref}}$ led to the greatest increases in Tp at $L_{\text{ref}}$ (Figs. 3 and 8). Although these stimulations did not mimic the physiological behavior of the bladder, they revealed that the duration and/or number of stimulations influenced the increase in Tp and motivated our investigation of the effect of two physiological phenomena, voiding contraction and RC, on the restoration of APS.

SRC in rabbit DSM produces ~5–12% of peak Ta (33), and because SRC occurs in human bladders (18), the most important finding of the present study may be that at least 15 min of RC induced with PGE$_2$ or CCh permitted the regeneration of APS lost to strain softening and led to increases in Tp that were not different from increases produced by two maximal KCl contractions (Figs. 6 and 8). In contrast, a single maximal KCl-induced contraction or a VLC without subsequent RC yielded smaller increases in Tp (Figs. 3, 5, and 8). Together, these findings suggest that the duration of contraction may influence the restoration of APS to a greater degree than the magnitude of the contraction.

Ta produced by a long, 24-min contraction had two phases, a fast (phasic) phase that lasted ~1 min and a long tonic phase with weaker amplitude that lasted ~23 min (Fig. 3C). This tonic phase permitted a single long KCl-induced contraction to generate significantly more APS than a short contraction with little or no tonic phase (Figs. 3 and 8). Similarly, a VLC without subsequent RC restored less APS than RC alone (Figs. 6 and 8). Furthermore, a VLC without subsequent RC did not lead to a greater restoration of APS than incubation in 0 Ca (Figs. 5, 6, and 8).
and 8), indicating that the VLC did not contribute to the restoration of APS. Thus a clear trend identified in Fig. 8 was that single, maximal, short phasic contractions restored less APS than tonic contractions and restored no more APS than incubation in 0 Ca (Fig. 8). Together, these data are consistent with a bladder model that includes either a single cross-bridge system that can be regulated to generate both Ta and APS or two contractile systems, one responsible for voiding, which produces the phasic portion of a sustained isometric contraction, and one responsible for RC and generation of APS, which produces the tonic portion of a sustained isometric contraction (Fig. 3C). Both models are consistent with Gillespie’s conclusion that micturation and nonmicturation activity in the bladder are controlled by distinct systems (18).

A passive structural component, such as a cross-link, formed at a particular muscle length will likely not contribute to Tp until the muscle is stretched beyond that length. Therefore, we speculate that the increase in Tp at 100% Lref following isometric contractions at that length (Fig. 4) was due to an increase in tension in a series elastic component (41) that was internally stretched by cross bridges during the isometric contraction. Despite complete muscle inactivation and relaxation in 0 Ca, a particular cross bridge population then remained attached, preventing the series elastic component from returning to its original length, thus increasing Tp at that muscle length.

The data in Fig. 8 indicate that approximately one-half of the APS restored by two maximal KCl-induced contractions was also restored in a nominally Ca$^{2+}$-free environment. However, the general serine and threonine kinase inhibitor staurosporine or prolonged exposure to the COX-1 inhibitor SC-560 inhibited the restoration of APS in 0 Ca by approximately one-half (Fig. 8), which indicates that APS generation may be regulated in part by a calcium-independent staurosporine-sensitive pathway. A Ca$^{2+}$-free solution abolishes basal (spontaneous) RC and completely prevents KCl and bethanechol from causing contraction (23, 33). However, a Ca$^{2+}$-free solution reduces but does not abolish basal myosin light chain (MLC) phosphorylation when tissues are stretched beyond their slack length. More importantly, a Ca$^{2+}$-free solution does not reduce the high basal MLC phosphorylation level (∼20%) when tissues are at slack length (33). Moreover, release from a longer muscle length to the slack length actually increases the level of basal MLC phosphorylation (33). These data together are consistent with a model suggesting that restoration of APS when DSM was released to slack length (i.e., 50% Lref) in a Ca$^{2+}$-free solution was due to an increase in MLC phosphorylation, resulting in activation of slowly detaching cross bridges. One cross-bridge model predicts that a decrease in the number of slowly cycling latch bridges, unphosphorylated myosin attached to actin (10, 21), may dominate stiffness changes in smooth muscle subjected to slow length fluctuations (28). Alternatively, APS could be due to catch-like links between thick and thin filaments instead of cross bridges (17), which may be regulated by myosin (7). The fraction of APS that was abolished only by distilled water could be due purely to mechanical alterations in nonlinear viscoelastic structures, rather than to biochemically regulated mechanisms. Alternatively, fluid redistribution alone involving passive or active processes could have produced greater pseudo-steady state Tp at Lref when tissues were released to that length compared with when they were stretched to that length.

**Physiological Significance of APS and RC**

Other studies suggest that rhythmic activity may relay bladder wall tension and volume information to the central nervous system (18, 27) and that PGE2 may be involved in maintaining bladder tone during distension (30). Our data show that RC can regenerate APS in rabbit detrusor, and because RC occurs in all mammalian bladders studied thus far, including human bladders (3), we have potentially identified a physiological role of RC in bladder. Moreover, because elevated levels of RC have been shown in patients with OAB disorder (5), a defect in the generation of APS may be associated with this disorder. The likely roles of APS in bladder function are 1) to maintain bladder shape while allowing the bladder to accommodate urine at relatively low pressures and 2) to maintain efficient spacing between actin and myosin filaments to enable efficient active tension generation for voiding throughout the broad range of muscle lengths over which detrusor operates. Passive stiffness is important during bladder filling because localized stretching of the bladder wall affects the signaling system that leads to urgency (9). Insufficient stiffness could allow increased deformation of the bladder and therefore increased bladder wall strain during changes in abdominal loading, which could lead to premature urgency. Elevated stiffness could lead to increased pressure and bladder wall stress, which could also lead to premature urgency. Thus any dysfunction in passive tension during the filling phase could contribute to OAB. Additional studies are necessary to determine whether the elevated levels of RC in patients with OAB may contribute to any dysfunction involving bladder wall stiffness or may be an attempt to compensate for a dysfunction involving bladder wall stiffness.
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